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Role of scientific publications 
 
Journal publishing has thrived for over 340 years but the fundamental 
role of Publishers remains unchanged. 
 
 
Registration 
 The timestamp to officially note who submitted scientific results first 

 
Certification 
 Perform peer-review to ensure the validity and integrity of submissions 

 
Dissemination 
• Provide a medium for discoveries and findings to be shared 
 
Preservation 
• Preserving the minutes and record of science for posterity 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Oldenburg saw four roles that the journal served for the Society:REGISTRATION: [We must be] very careful of registering as well the person and time of any new matter.., as the matter itself; whereby the honor of ye invention will be inviolably preserved to all posterity. [Oldenburg, 24 November 1664]	The publisher acts as an independent, neutral third party to track the minutes of science.2. CERTIFICATION: “[Phil. Trans. should be] licensed under the charter by the Council of the Society, being first reviewed by some of the  	members of the same.” [R.Soc. Order in Council 1/3/1665]	The publisher provides the stamp of approval and is a final guarantor of quality by actively managing editors and editorial boards.3. DISSEMINATION: all Ingenious men will be thereby encouraged to impart their knowledge and discoveryes [Oldenburg, 3 December 1664]	Publishers provide for the fundamental journal production and distribution.4. PRESSERVATION:  [I should not] neglect the opportunity of having some of my Memoirs preserv’d, by being incorporated into a Collection, 	that is like to be as lasting as useful [Boyle, 1665]		Publishers preserve and archive the record of science.The original four roles of the publisher have endured for over 300 years to the present day.  Although we may use different methods to carry out these roles, they remain fundamentally unchanged.
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Origins of scholarly publishing 

1439 
Gutenberg and  
moveable type 

Henry 
Oldenburg 
(1618- 1677) 
Founding Editor  
and Commercial  
Publisher of the  
first scientific  
journal 

1580 
Founding of the 
House of Elzevir 

March 6,1665     
Philosophical 
Transactions  
of the Royal 
Society 
 
First true 
scholarly journal 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The origins of journal publishing as we know them trace their roots to over 300 years ago.With the invention of moveable type by Gutenberg in the Middle Ages, the ability to create multiple, bulk copies of literature was possible. Religious and liturgical manuscripts were the first types of documents to be copied.Elzevir was a Dutch family that sold and published books. Our current company, Elsevier, is not a direct descendant of this original family.  But our company took their name in honor as we began our business in the late 1800s.Journal publishing, as we know it, first occurred in 1665.  The Royal Society in the UK saw the need to record the findings and transactions of their scientific discoveries.  Henry Oldenburg was appointed Secretary to the Royal Society in 1663 and an indefatigable correspondent with major scientists of his day. He began the practice of sending submitted manuscripts to experts who could judge their quality before publication, and so peer review was created.He then took the initiative to edit the first issue of the “Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society” which is considered the first scholarly journal. 



The Publishing Industry Over Time… 

1580 

Today 1665 1880 1989 

1998-1999 

2000 
Tim Berners-Lee  

Henry Oldenburg 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NOTE TO SPEAKER: THIS SLIDE CONTAINS ANIMATIONSSo here you can see how much development there has been since the first journal published in 1665 right up to the present day.1989: Tim Berners-Lee starts WWW project at CERN1998: Google search engine launched1999: First blogFrom 2000 onwards there has been a massive boom in online digital publishing, alternative publishing models and the way we communicate with each other:PubMed Central launchedWikipedia launchedBMC publishes first online articleCreative Commons launchedOpen Access movementLaunch of Google ScholarClose to 1 billion users on Facebook and an explosion in use of social media to communicate



The Innovation Age of Publishing 
 Publication process 

 getting insights to researchers earlier, improving the submission, review and digital publication 
process. 

 Your Paper, Your Way 
 Article Transfer service 
 Article based publishing 

  Peer review 
 Reviewer Recognition Program 

  Format of the article 
 saving time, data linking, workflow solutions, improved discoverability 
 Article of the future 

  Access 
 new ways of accessing and using articles 

  Text mining & smart content 
 

  Combining data 
 tools for mapping research strengths at national or university level, search and discovery tools to find 

a researcher to collaborate with 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, what are the key developments we see in publishing today? Publication process: getting insights to researchers earlier, improving the submission, review and digital publication process. Peer review:  looking at transparency, speed, accuracy etc. Format of the article: saving time, data linking, workflow solutions, improved discoverability Access: new ways of accessing and using articles Text mining & smart content: clever finding & sharpening insights Combining data: tools for mapping research strengths at national or university level, search and discovery tools to find a researcher to collaborate with



Writing your paper 

  

   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The goal of this part of the presentation is to provide authors with background information on academic publishing including the origins and roles of key stakeholders. 



Are you ready to write a paper? 
 
 
 
This could be in the form of: 
• Presenting new, original results or methods 
• Rationalizing, refining, or reinterpreting published 

results 
• Reviewing or summarizing a particular subject or field 

 

If you are ready to publish, a strong manuscript is needed next. 

You should consider publishing if you have information that advances 
understanding in a certain scientific field. 



A good manuscript… 

Content 
+ 
Presentation 
= 
Success 

 Contains a scientific message that is 
novel, clear, useful, and exciting.  
 

 Conveys the authors’ thoughts in a 
logical manner such that the reader 
arrives at the same conclusions as the 
author.  
Make editor feel like he has learnt 

something useful! 

  
 Is well-organized and focused, and 

best of all, SHORT. 
 



Methods 
Results Discussion Conclusion 

Figures/tables (your data) 

Introduction 
Title & Abstract  

Building an article from the ground up 

Top tip! 
Make a decision about which journal you would like to submit to first, even 
before beginning to write. In that way, you can follow the style of the 
journal, and shape the focus of the paper. 



Pay attention to… 
Novelty of data/interpretation 
Length 
Scientific language 

o Write with clarity, objectivity, accuracy, and brevity. 
o Sentence construction – use active voice 
o Tenses  

o Present tense for known facts 
o Past tense for experiments conducted and results 

o Grammar 
Use English 
The style and requirements of the journal you have 

chosen to submit to 
- Read Guide for Authors! 



Top tip! 

• Pick a “model” article from the journal and 
copy its style. There is a reason why it was 
published there! 
 



Choosing a journal 



Impact factor 

The impact factor of a journal for a particular year 
is the average number of citations for that year, for 
articles published in the preceding two years 

    

IF for year x = 

 
 Used in an attempt to describe the quality of a journal 

• The higher the impact factor, the better the journal 
• It is influenced by editorial policies of journals and turnover of 

research 
• Example – in a “fast” area, there will be more recent citations 
• Reviews are better cited, so journals with only reviews will have a 

high IF 
 

total citations in year x for articles published in years x -1 and x - 2 
total number of articles published in years x -1 and x - 2 



Other Metrics 

• Eigen Factor 
 eigenfactor.org 

• SJR 
 scimagojr.com 

• SNIP 
 Scopus.com 

• H-index 
 Scopus.com 
 a scholar with an index of h has published h papers each of which has been cited in other papers at least h times. Thus, the h-

index reflects both the number of publications and the number of citations per publication. 

• Altmetrics 
 http://altmetrics.org/ 

http://www.elsevier.com/journal-authors/journal-performance 



Where to publish? 

 
 
 
Top journals 
 Nature, Science, Lancet, Cell… 
 

Field-specific top journals 
 
Other field-specific journals 
 
National journals 

Do not just descend the Impact Factor stairs. 
 



What should I look for in a journal? 

• A journal that is read by colleagues that 
work in the same field 

• A journal that has the highest impact for 
that particular field 
(not necessarily the highest IF!) 

• A journal that is fast in publishing 
• A journal where the manuscripts are easy 

to prepare 
• A journal that is easy to find on the web 

 
 



Where to publish? 

• Investigate all candidate journals to find out 
• Aims and scope 
• Types of articles that are published 
• Readership 
• Current hot topics 

• Ask help from your supervisor or colleagues 
• The supervisor (who is sometimes the corresponding author) 

has at least co-responsibility for your work. You are 
encouraged to chase your supervisor if necessary.  

• Articles in your references will likely lead you to the right 
journal.  

 
 



Elsevier Journal finder tool 

 



Top tip! 

• Narrow down to 3 potential journals 
 1st choice = the “reach” 
 2nd choice = the “backup” 
 3rd choice = the “fall back” 



All done? 

 



The peer review process 

  

   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The goal of this part of the presentation is to provide authors with background information on academic publishing including the origins and roles of key stakeholders. 



Peer review 

Submit a 
paper

Basic requirements met?

REJECT

Assign 
reviewers

Collect reviewers’ 
recommendations

Make a 
decision

Revise the 
paper

[Reject]

[Revision required]

[Accept]

[Yes]

[No]
Review and give 
recommendation

START

ACCEPT

Author Editor Reviewer

The 4 possible outcomes 
 

Accept as it is 
 

Accept with minor 
revision, usually not back 
to referees 
 

Major revision, revised 
manuscript goes back to 
referees 
 

Reject 
 



When responding to reviewer comments… 

• Look at review comments as a chance of discussing your work 
directly with other scientists in your community. 
 

• Prepare a detailed Response Letter 
• Copy-paste each reviewer comment, and type your response 

below it 
• State specifically which changes you made to the manuscript 

• Include page/line numbers 
• No general statements like “Comment accepted, and Discussion changed 

accordingly.” 

• Provide a scientific response to comments whether positive or 
negative 

• Convincing, solid and polite rebuttal when you feel the reviewer was wrong. 



Ethics and you 



Ethics Issues in Publishing 

 Publication misconduct 
 Plagiarism 

- Different forms / severities 
 Duplicate submission 
 Duplicate publication 
 Inappropriate acknowledgement of prior research and 

researchers  
 Inappropriate identification of all co-authors 
 Conflict of interest 



Plagiarism 

 
 
 

 
• Work that can be plagiarized includes - 

 

M. Errami & H. Garner, A tale of two citations 
Nature 451 (2008): 397-399 

“Plagiarism is the appropriation of another person’s ideas, processes, 
results, or words without giving appropriate credit, including those obtained 
through confidential review of others’  research proposals and manuscripts.” 
 
Federal Office of Science and Technology Policy, 1999 

Words (Language) 
Ideas 

Findings  
Writings  

Graphic Representations  
Computer  Programs 

Diagrams  

Graphs  
Illustrations  
Information  

Lectures  
Printed Material  

Electronic Material 
Any Other Original Work 
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Correct citation is key 

 To place your own work in context 
 To acknowledge the findings of others on which you have 

built your research 
 To maintain the credibility and accuracy of the scientific 

literature  
 

Crediting the work of others (including your advisor’s or your own 
previous work) by citation is important for at least three reasons: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Correct citiation in your research paper is critical to avoiding any mistakes Crediting the work of others (including your advisor’s or your own previous work) by citation is important for at least three reasons:To place your own work in contextTo acknowledge the findings of others on which you have built your researchTo maintain the credibility and accuracy of the scientific literature 
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Paraphrasing 

It is unacceptable to: 
 Use exact phrases from the original source 

without enclosing them in quotation marks 
 Emulate sentence structure even when using 

different words 
 Emulate paragraph organization even when 

using different wording or sentence structure 

Paraphrasing is restating someone else's ideas while not copying 
their actual words verbatim. 

– Statement on Plagiarism 
Department of Biology, Davidson College. 
www.bio.davidson.edu/dept/plagiarism.html  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Paraphrasing is restating someone else's ideas while not copying their actual words verbatim.It is unacceptable to:Using exact phrases from the original source without enclosing them in quotation marksEmulating sentence structure even when using different wordsEmulating paragraph organization even when using different wording or sentence structure
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Can you plagiarise your own work?  
A grey area, but best to err on the side of caution: always cite/quote 
even your own previous work 

For example  
You publish a paper and in a later paper, copy your Introduction word-
for word and perhaps a figure or two without citing the first paper 
 
Editors may conclude that you intentionally exaggerated your output 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can you plagiarise your own work?�Text re-cycling/Self-plagiarism is a grey area, but best to err on the side of caution: always cite/quote even your own previous work.If you publish a paper and in a later paper, copy your Introduction word-for word and perhaps a figure or two without citing the first paper, Editors may conclude that you intentionally exaggerated your output.
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Detection of plagiarism 

 CrossCheck - Huge database of 30+ million 
articles, from 50,000+ journals, from 400+ 
publishers 
 Software alerts Editors to any similarities between 

the article and this huge database of published 
articles 
 Many Elsevier journals now check every 

submitted article using CrossCheck 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CrossCheck is a huge database of 30+ million articles, from 50,000+ journals, from 400+ publishers. Software alerts Editors to any similarities between the article and this huge database of published articles. Many Elsevier journals now check every submitted �article using CrossCheck



A researcher completes her work and has written the 
paper.  Along the way, she consulted her advisor for 
guidance on the experiment, the data analysis, and 
writing and revising the final article.  A professor 
overseas assisted her in analyzing the data only.  A 
lab assistant had helped her in preparing the 
experimental design and maintaining and operating 
the equipment.  Two fellow grad students read her 
paper and edited it though they had no hand in the 
experiment. 
 

Who is listed as an author?  Who is listed first? 

Q 
Authorship  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thought question on who is considered an author and how authorship should be properly treated.



Authorship 

 Policies regarding authorship can vary. 
 One example: the International Committee of Medical 

Journal Editors (“Vancouver Group”) declared that an 
author must: 
1. substantially contribute to conception and design, or 

acquisition of data, or analysis and interpretation of data;  
2. draft the article or revise it critically for important intellectual 

content; and  
3. give their approval of the final full version to be published.  
4. Agree to be accountable for all aspects of the work in 

ensuring that questions related to the accuracy of integrity of 
any part of the work are appropriately investigated and 
resolved. 
 

http://www.icmje.org/ 



Authorship 

 Policies regarding authorship can vary. 
 One example: the International Committee of Medical 

Journal Editors (“Vancouver Group”) declared that an 
author must: 
1. substantially contribute to conception and design, or 

acquisition of data, or analysis and interpretation of data;  
2. draft the article or revise it critically for important intellectual 

content; and  
3. give their approval of the final full version to be published.  
4. Agree to be accountable for all aspects of the work in 

ensuring that questions related to the accuracy of integrity of 
any part of the work are appropriately investigated and 
resolved. 
 • Applying this set of policies to our example, only the researcher and her 

advisor would qualify as authors 
• All others would qualify as “Acknowledged Individuals” 
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Authorship: Do’s and don’ts 

First Author:  
 Conducts and/or supervises the data analysis 

and the proper presentation and interpretation 
of the results 

 Puts paper together and submits the paper to 
journal 
 

Co-Author(s): 
 Makes intellectual contributions to the data 

analysis and contributes to data interpretation 
 Reviews each paper draft 
 Must be able to present the results, defend 

the implications and discuss study limitations 
 
Corresponding author: 
 The PI of the lab/owner of the grant 
 Also the one who will be in the area of 

research for many years to come 
 

General principles for who is listed first: 

Ghost Authors:  
 Leaving out authors who should be 

included 
 

Scientific Writers and Gift Authors: 
 Including authors when they did not 

contribute significantly 

Abuses to be avoided: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Determining the order of authors on a paper can vary by discipline and culture, but the general rule is that the first author is the person who conducts or supervises the data collection, analysis, presentation and interpretation of the results, and also puts together the paper for submission.  The corresponding author can be the first author, or sometimes is a senior author from the institution. You should always avoid ghost authorship, which means excluding authors who participated in the work, and gift authorship, which means including authors who did not contribute to the work. Be consistent in how you write the authors names.



Ethics Issues in Publishing 

 Publication misconduct 
 Plagiarism 

- Different forms / severities 
 Duplicate submission 
 Duplicate publication 
 Inappropriate acknowledgement of prior research and 

researchers  
 Inappropriate identification of all co-authors 
 Conflict of interest 

Scientific misconduct 
 Falsification of results (Manipulation of existing data) 
 Fabrication (Making up data or results, and recording or reporting them) 



36 

Ethics violations – How it can end .... 



37 

A retracted article will not be removed from ScienceDirect. Everybody 
who downloads it will see the reason of retraction. 



What are your responsibilities as an author? 
• Report data that is – 

 Real 
 Unfabricated 
 Original 

• Declare any conflicts of interest. 
• Ensure proper authorship. 
• Submit to one journal at a time. 
• Make sure to cite others’ work carefully and properly. 
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Further reading –  
 elsevier.com/authors 
 elsevier.com/reviewers 
 elsevier.com/editors 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Elsevier Publishing Campus is an online platform offering free lectures, training and advice to support each stage of the researcher’s career. Whether you are interested in writing a journal article or book, learning how to conduct peer review for a high impact journal, understanding research and publishing ethics or preparing a successful grant application, the Campus has resources to assist.Dedicated training takes time and effort and we believe successful researchers should be recognized for this. For each interactive training module or online seminar that you complete, your work will be recognized with an awarded certificate from Elsevier.�



Open access publishing 

  

   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The goal of this presentation is to provide researchers with background information on open access publishing and guidelines for users to re-use the content.
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Free and permanent access to scholarly research 
combined with clear guidelines (user licenses) for users to re-use 
the content.  

What is open access? 

  

  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Open access is about the free and permanent access to scholarly research combined with clear guidelines for users to re-use the content. – these guidelines take the shape of a user license which is attached to the article ( more of which we will go into later).  From this definition we have two routes to publishing open access- gold and green open access. The 1st route- gold open access is where an author will submit to will submit to a journal which is either open access or has an open access option (also known as a hybrid journal). After peer review and acceptance, the author pays an article publishing charge – also called an APC and the final published article is immediately and permanently free to access online.The 2nd route – green open access is a little different. This is where subscription articles are also made available open access. It complements longstanding approaches to scholarly sharing (e.g. mailing reprints). There are a number of ways to achieve green open access which includes authors self-archiving (for example in an institutional repository), publishers depositing a copy of your article, or via links where publishers make a free copy of your article available on the publisher’s platform ( such as an open archive). 
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Free and permanent access to scholarly research 
combined with clear guidelines (user licenses) for users to re-use 
the content.  

What is open access? 

  

  

Gold Open Access Green Open Access 
Access 
 

 Free public access to the final published 
article 

 Access is immediate and permanent 

 Free public access to a version of your 
article  

 Time delay may apply (embargo 
period) 

Fee  Open access fee is paid by the author, or 
on their behalf (for example by a funding 
body) 

 No fee is payable by the author, as 
costs are covered by library 
subscriptions 

Use  Determined by your user licence  Authors retain the right to use their 
articles for a wide range of purposes 

 Open versions of your article should 
have a user license attached 

Options  Publish in an 
open access 
journal 

 Publish in a journal 
that supports open 
access (also known 
as a hybrid journal) 

 Link to your article. 
 Selected journals feature open 

archives  
 Self-archive a version of your article 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Open access is about the free and permanent access to scholarly research combined with clear guidelines for users to re-use the content. – these guidelines take the shape of a user license which is attached to the article ( more of which we will go into later).  From this definition we have two routes to publishing open access- gold and green open access. The 1st route- gold open access is where an author will submit to will submit to a journal which is either open access or has an open access option (also known as a hybrid journal). After peer review and acceptance, the author pays an article publishing charge – also called an APC and the final published article is immediately and permanently free to access online.The 2nd route – green open access is a little different. This is where subscription articles are also made available open access. It complements longstanding approaches to scholarly sharing (e.g. mailing reprints). There are a number of ways to achieve green open access which includes authors self-archiving (for example in an institutional repository), publishers depositing a copy of your article, or via links where publishers make a free copy of your article available on the publisher’s platform ( such as an open archive). 
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Understanding the fine print 

  

  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is important that you as an author understand the various legal licenses required for publishing. As we described at the start- open access is made up of two parts the free access and permitted reuse. Reuse is the “new” part for authors as it has introduced a lot of new terminology around licenses. It is important that you, as authors, understand how licenses impact on the publication and use of your research- so for open access publishing you need to understand the fine print. In general you can see the process of licensing in the diagram. Publishing requires two different types of licensesIs a license between the author and publisher- determined by a publishing agreement.  The second is between the author and the reader – determined by the user license. 
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 Describes how readers can use your article which may include 
commercial reuse 

 Know your OA policies - some funders require specific licenses 
 Be informed - you can’t necessarily change your mind 

 

User Licenses 

  

  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 2nd agreement determines what readers can do with your article. We encourage authors to understand what you are and are not permitting readers to do with your article.You can see from the chart, that there are two main licenses used in open access publishing one which permits commercial reuse (CC BY) and one which is also liberal but restricts reuse for noncommercial purposes only. What is important to know is if your funding body or institutional open access policy requires a specific license.  This is important as even though you have published your article open access, you still may not comply unless your article in published under the correct license.Finally, and perhaps most importantly is be informed about your choice. Once your article has been published under a specific user license anyone who downloads or redistributes that article will do so with that particular user license information. This means, you want to change your mind, move from a liberal license such as CC BY to something more restrictive, it will only apply to those readers who download your article with the new license. So you can’t retrospectively go back and change the license on all downloaded copies.
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Green OA –  
Funding body open access mandates and policies 

OSTP 
Federal agencies with $100m+ 
budget must: 
• Develop a mechanism to 

make research results 
available within 12 months of 
publication 

• Make unclassified data 
available to the public 

Howard Hughes Medical 
Institute (HHMI) 
• Deposit in PMC within 12 

months of publication 

National institutes of 
Health ( NIH) 
• Deposit in PMC within 12 

months of publication 

FWF (Austria) 
• Gold – CC B, funding 

available 
• Deposit AAM in sustainable 

subject/institutional repository 
under CC BY –NC. 

• 6 (or12) month embargo 
• Deposit in Europe PMC 

required for life sciences 

Telethon 
• Deposit in Europe PMC 

within 6 months of 
publication. 

• Will cover APC’s where 
appropriate  

European Commission 
• Research funded by Horizon 2020 made 

accessible from 2014: 
• Gold (APCs can be reimbursed) 
• Green – 6/12 months after publication 

HEFCE 
From 1st April 2016: 
• Deposit AAM in repository  

on acceptance (12/24 month 
embargo) 

• Gold – no specific license,  
no new funding 

 

RCUK 
Policy active since 2014. 
Compliant if: 
• Gold – CC-BY, immediate 

access 
• Green – CC –BY NC, 6/12 

months if gold unavailable, 
12/24 months if gold  
available but no funding 

Wellcome Trust  
• Deposit in PMC 

and Europe PMC 
within 6 months of 
publication 

• Provides funds for 
APCs 

• Requires CC-BY 
for gold 

Chinese Academy of 
Sciences (CAS) 
• Deposit in institutional 

repository within 12 
months of publication. 

European Research 
Council 
• Deposit of articles in an 

appropriate research 
repository within 6 months 

Australian Research Council ( ARC) 
• Free availability after 12 months in 

institutional repository  
• No central compliance checks 
• Author versions and final versions accepted.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What really affects researchers is how these policies are implemented. Here we see a new player driving open access- funders. These are especially important to you as they are funding most of the research. What this slide really shows you is that there is a lot of policies being implemented and they don’t necessarily align or make it easy for researchers to understand what they need to do in order to comply. For example in the UK we have three different policies, HEFCE, Research Councils UK, and the Wellcome Trust who all have slightly different requirements. 
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Elsevier and open access 

Gold open access  
 
Expanding our gold options: 
 Launching new open access 

journals 
 Rolled out gold options in our 

established journals (over 
1600 hybrid titles) 
 Waiving policy in place for 

authors 
 
Improving our systems 
 Making the author publishing 

experience easier  
 Improving open access 

labelling 
 Working with our society 

partners    

Green open access 
 
 Linking can be done 

immediately on all platforms via 
our Share Link service and/or 
with the article’s permanent 
address (DOI) 
 97 journals feature open 

archives  
 CHORUS  

 All journals enable the option to 
self-archive 
 Elsevier embargos 

typically range from 12 – 
24 months, with some 
longer or shorter.   

 Piloting ways to facilitate green 
open access: 
 Agreements with funders 

and institutions 
 New repository tools such 

as embed PDF and 
metadata pilots 

1600+ 
Offer gold open access 
options  

220+ 
Open access journals 

2 
Creative Commons 
licenses offered including 
CC BY 

$500- $5000  
(US Dollars) 
Price range of our OA 
fees 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What are Elsevier doing about open access?We’re expanding our gold open access options:Launching new open access journalsRolled out gold options in our established journals ( over 1600 hybrid titles)Waiving policy in place for authorsAnd improving our systems:Making the author publishing experience easier Improving open access labellingWorking with our society partners   And for green open access:We encourage authors to share links to their articles and have services to support this;Share Links is a great service which provides authors with a customized URL link, which provides 50 days free accessWe also have a number of journals which feature an open archive. This is where we make the articles free to access from ScienceDirect after an embargo period. It includes all Cell Press titles after 12 months. We are also participating in new services such as CHORUS – which is a publisher led initiative in the US whereby users can search for articles funded by a federal agency and when they click on the article they are taken to the publisher’s website where are free version of their article is available. We also enable the option to self-archive in all of our journals. Authors can post their accepted manuscript, this is the version which is accepted and which contains edits from the peer review process, to their institutional repository for immediate internal use and public access after embargo. - Elsevier embargos typically range from 12 – 24 months, with some longer or shorter.  We are also piloting ways to facilitate green open access through:Setting out agreements with funders and institutionsBuilding new repository tools such as embed PDF and metadata pilots



The journal has innovation at its core:  
• Will publish every technically sound paper across all 

disciplines 
• “Test bed” for innovation: will experiment with new platforms 

and test new ways to improve the author and reader 
experience  

• Evolving with active feedback from the research community  
• Will use Elsevier’s vast network of experts and cutting-edge 

technology to ensure papers are handled quickly and are 
discoverable after publication 

$1250  
(US Dollars) 

2 choices  
of Creative Commons 
licenses including CC BY 

All articles 
welcome 
Publishes across all 
disciplines and article 
types inlcuding 
humanities  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A great example of new journal is our latest journal Heliyon. It is a new cross-discipline journal and it really aims to eliminate the pain points of the publishing experience. We are trying to use this as a way to test out new concepts and see how we can make the process and end user experience really great. 



Getting your paper noticed 
 

  

   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The goal of this part of the presentation is to provide authors with background information on academic publishing including the origins and roles of key stakeholders. 



Want your article at the TOP of the list? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Remember organic search is important to create a strong presence for your article Search engines see websites differently
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1. Preparing your  
    article 

2. Promoting your      
    published article 

3. Monitoring your      
    article 

Three steps to getting your paper noticed 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this module you will learn what you can do to ensure your research gets the attention it deserves. Promoting your research does not begin AFTER your manuscript is finished and has been published online. Promoting your research should be on your mind even whilst you are DOING it and writing up your paper. Promoting your research also continues some time after it has been published and the tracking the performance of your promotion activities will help drive improved results. There are things that we as a publisher do and things you can do yourself.Here we’ll look at what can you do when you are writing your paper, what can you do when it’s published and finally how can you monitor the results of your efforts.
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Preparing your article 

Writing your article 
 Spend time on abstract and conclusion & 

references 
 Sharing research data 
 Use easy to understand charts and 

professional illustrations 
 Use clear and correct manuscript 

language 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s start with some simple but effective tips and tricks for writing your article:A good abstract is instrumental. Make sure that your abstract clearly and concisely explains what is new in your paper and why that is important. Be very explicit and don’t assume others will just understand from the context why your findings are interesting. You need to tell them! Consider a sentence that starts with “The reason these findings are important is…” and think about what you would write down there.After the abstract, most readers will focus on the introduction and conclusion, so spend some quality time on those too. Ask your colleagues to proof-read, and remember that often people working on slightly different topics have the best feedback because they bring a fresh perspective.Sharing research data is good scientific practice and is key to making your findings reproducible and helping others to build upon these.  Elsevier is supporting  researchers to store, share, discover and use data - for example by creating bidirectional links between articles and data, and launching data journals. Charts and illustrations are often used by people to quickly understand what a paper is about – so make sure that your figures are clear and convey your point effectively. Finally, make sure that your paper is written in good English. If you’re not a native speaker, ask a colleague to proofread or you can make use of professional language editing services.
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Preparing your article 

Search Engine Optimization (SEO) 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Search Engine Optimization, or SEO, will help your article appear higher in the results returned by search engines like Google. There are a few guidelines to help you getting higher in the search results:Use strong keywords in your titles and headings. Think about keywords that are both descriptive and specific to this particular paper.  Remember that search engines see websites differently, and pay special attention to headings and titles.Interlink your paper with other content on the web, e.g. other papers by proper citations but also by linking your article with data repositories where relevant.Make sure the authorship information is complete and contains the details that other researchers might use when searching for somebodyFinally, pay special attention to the captions of images and tables, including strong keywords there as well. 
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Preparing your article 

Search Engine Optimization (SEO) 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an example of  a link to supplementary data.
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Preparing your article 

Search Engine Optimization (SEO) 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, pay special attention to the captions of images and tables, including strong keywords there as well. 
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Preparing your article 

AudioSlides 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AudioSlides are short, webcast-style presentations, which allow you to present your research in your own words. Elsevier offers you the option of creating your own unique AudioSlides  presentation which complement your research and provides readers with a short and concise overview of the article content. These appear alongside your article once it is published on Elsevier’s ScienceDirect platform. AudioSlides are free to access and easy to share, independently from the article, with colleagues, (influential) bloggers and on social media including YouTube. 
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Preparing your article 

Graphical Abstracts 
 

Targeting the lymphatics using dendritic polymers (dendrimers), Lisa M. Kaminskasa, Christopher 
J.H. Porter, Advanced Drug Delivery Reviews, http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.addr.2011.05.016 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A Graphical Abstract is a visual summary of the main findings of the article that is placed as part of your article an ScienceDirect and will turn up in online search result lists. It will help people to understand the key point of your article at a glance. You can use your graphical abstract as a promotional tool by for example tweeting it, sharing it on social media or sending it to an (influential) blogger. Always add a link to your article. 
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Embedded video 
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Integrated digital content 
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Publication of your article 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After acceptance, Elsevier will publish your article on ScienceDirect, where 15 million researchers around the globe can access your content. By optimizing this platform and indexing all content, Elsevier works to ensure that your article is more visible and can be found more easily by search engines, library discovery services, A&I databases, and other innovative search and discovery tools. Your article will be accessible immediately after acceptance, and have a unique DOI (Digital Object Identifier), that will always link to the latest available version of your article.Your article will also be included in Scopus, which is the world’s largest abstract and citation database of peer-reviewed literature and features tools to track, analyze and visualize scholarly research. Its vast database contains abstracts and references from more than 21,000 titles, obtained from over 5,000 publishers worldwide.�Research Highlights is a free Elsevier app for smartphones and tablets that highlights your article to users on the basis of search terms. Readers can preview your article abstract in-app, then send the full text link to their inbox.
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Promoting your article 

1. Conferences 
 Prepare to network 
 Also connect online 
 Online poster 

 

2. Media relations 
 Research statement 
 Your institution’s communication’s channels 
 Contact your editor or you can send an email 

to: researchcomm@elsevier.com 
 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Conferences are a great opportunity for networking and collaboration. It’s always important to:1. Prepare your conference networking: look at the program to see who will attend and whom you’d like to meet and contact them in advance. Send them links of your published research that relate to the discussions you hope to have with them.2. Make sure you connect with other delegates on Facebook, LinkedIn, or Mendeley. You can direct them to your website, blog or published research. At the conference itself, be prepared with business cards that include important links to where you showcase your research.3. If you create a poster for a conference, perhaps accompanied by flyers, you can also post them on your website. And don’t forget that researchers can find it through the Poster in my Pocket app from Elsevier. [don’t read out: Media Relations]If you would like journalists, media outlets and the public to pick up on your published paper, it can help to have a brief statement prepared which explains the significance of your research and its key outcomes in simple language. This statement can be used as a basis for press releases, sharing on social media or other channels available to the public. Be prepared to write your own layman statement.These days most institutions have their own press office and PR/media staff. Get in touch with them at an early stage to see what they can do to help you promote your published paper. Elsevier also sends press releases and has different ways to highlight articles online. If you think your article is interesting for a wider audience, contact the journal editor or – immediately after acceptance – send an email researchcomm@elsevier.com to explore the possibilities. �
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Promoting your article 

3. Share links to your article 
 Customized short link with free access 
 Link from university website to boost  SEO 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sharing your research and findings can help you make a greater impact in your community, leading to better collaborations and potential new ideas and innovations. Millions of researchers have access to your formal publication hosted on ScienceDirect helping users to find, access, and cite your research using the best available version. Elsevier will send you a ‘share link’: a personal, customized short link that you will receive after final publication of your article. It provides 50 days free access to your newly-published article on ScienceDirect to anyone clicking on the link. We encourage you to share this link on social media or on your institutional webpage.The more links there are to your article from a range of relevant websites, such as your university website, the more readers you’ll attract and the higher it will appear on search engine results.
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Promoting your article 

4. Online CV 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s important people can find you and the links to your publications. There are a few easy tools to help you increase your online visibility. By updating your SCOPUS and ORCID author profiles you make sure all your articles are connected to your own profile (and not someone else's!)If you have a personal page at your institute, include links to the final version of your articles on that page.Make sure your CV is available online with links to your publications. You can do this on your personal website or blog, or on the popular networking site Mendeley or LinkedIn. 
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Promoting your article 

    LinkedIn 
 Share links to your articles, also in relevant 

groups 
 Add images 
 Add videos, AudioSlides 
 Reposition the publication section 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LinkedIn is used professionally by around 65 percent of the researchers. Make sure you are well represented there by creating a profile and posting your latest accomplishments. On LinkedIn you can: Share links to your articles, also in relevant groupsAdd images such as your graphical abstractAdd videos or your AudioSlides presentationReposition the publication section to a more prominent position on your profile
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Promoting your article 

    Social media: Twitter 
 Follow other researchers 
 Post regularly and respond 

promptly 
 Retweet 
 Use images 

    Social media: Facebook 
 Create a ‘fan’ page 
 Invite fellow researchers 
 Share images, videos, AudioSlides 
 Link to your articles 
 Discuss and ask for feedback 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Every day, scholarly articles receive 12,000 new mentions across social media, news and blogs: that’s one mention every seven seconds! It’s a powerful medium for reaching your potential readers. You don’t have to be on all social media – it can be best to find one or two channels that suit you and your purposes.Twitter gives you a chance to share quick thoughts using no more than 140 characters. Today, one third of all scholars are active on Twitter. It’s a great way to share your current research, publications and links to new blog posts. �After you’ve made a profile on www.twitter.com:Follow other researchers and thereby increase your own followingPost regular content (for example on hot papers and conferences) and respond promptly to direct messages and comments.  Share the share link to your article providing 50 days free access.  Retweet. By promoting other members of your community you are raising your own profile at the same timeUse images. A picture is twice as likely to be retweeted as textFacebook is a popular social media tool, but you can also leverage it for professional purposes. By making  an author page for you research – then you can separate your personal Facebook from your professional Facebook. Invite fellow researchers to be your ‘friend’, for example during or shortly after a conference. Recent research shows that the richness of the content that you share on Facebook raises the impact of the post, i.e. posting images and videos during business hours has a positive impact on Facebook likes and comments. So share images, videos or for example your AudioSlides.Share the link to the final version of your latest article using the share link. You can discuss ideas and ask for feedback.Record reflections on research you’ve read or conferences you’ve attended.
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Promoting your article 

    6. Mendeley 
 Scholarly collaboration network 
 Free reference manager   
 Fully-searchable library 
 Cite as you write 
 Read and annotate your PDFs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scholarly networks like Mendeley offer something more than reference management:With Mendeley you can: Search one of the world’s largest crowd-sourced research catalogs on Mendeley. Get related research, refine your search to full-text PDFs and add papers to your library in one click.Read up on new topics, find ongoing research, follow curated bibliographies and get involved in discussions in public groups.Create an academic profile, upload your papers and publicize your research. Show the world your professional research profile.Looking to identify an expert in a particular field or connect with an author? Find interesting contacts or public groups related to your interest.Team plans allow you to share and collaborate with up to 50 people, create unlimited number of private groups and get unlimited group library space. Whether you’re a research team, lab, or university class - sharing papers can be a challenge. Simply create public or private groups and start sharing documents instantly. 
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Promoting your article 

    Connect with research     
    colleagues + join new     
    communities 

  Share your 
  publications 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an example of a profile page. You can see the list of publications and groups you are involved in.
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Monitoring your article 

My Research Dashboard: 
 Early feedback on downloads, 

shares and citations 
 Data about the geographic 

locations and research disciplines 
of your readers  

 A comparison of the  
performance of your article with 
other people’s articles 
 
 

http://www.myresearchdashboard.com 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Any author who has published at least one article with Elsevier within the last 10 years will be invited to register for a personalized dashboard. The My Research Dashboard provides you as an author with a more efficient way of tracking metrics about your publications, allowing you to quickly and easily see the impact of any given paper. It also provides you with more metrics and to a greater level of detail.It’s key benefits for you as a researcher include:Providing you with immediate feedback about the impact of your research, like citations and downloadsAllowing you to understand the geographic impact your research is having and which research disciplines are most interested in your work. Understanding how people have found your research – which search terms have they been using most?Ultimately, allowing you to easily access statistics and metrics that you can use to demonstrate the importance of your work, such as when applying for funding or in seeking a new position. 
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Monitoring your article 

Altmetrics: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who’s talking about papers online and what’s being said? Altmetrics allow you to track and analyse online activity around your article. Online article mentions are monitored from social media sites, science blogs, many mainstream media outlets and special interest publications for mentions of academic papers. You can find altmetrics information on Scopus, ScienceDirect and on many journal homepages on Elsevier.com. Colorful visuals illustrate the engagement of the social media communities with articles in the specific journals. Rankings and scores are based on the amount and relative weight of the mentions on Twitter, Facebook, Wikipedia, science blogs and mainstream news media.Elsevier is developing even more sophisticated tools, to give you the most optimal insights in the world of online media engagement.
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Further reading –  
 elsevier.com/authors 
 elsevier.com/reviewers 
 elsevier.com/editors 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Elsevier Publishing Campus is an online platform offering free lectures, training and advice to support each stage of the researcher’s career. Whether you are interested in writing a journal article or book, learning how to conduct peer review for a high impact journal, understanding research and publishing ethics or preparing a successful grant application, the Campus has resources to assist.Dedicated training takes time and effort and we believe successful researchers should be recognized for this. For each interactive training module or online seminar that you complete, your work will be recognized with an awarded certificate from Elsevier.�



 
 

Thank you 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for your attention.
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